state that the experimentally deduced average photon trajectories are identical to the particle trajectories of Bohm's quantum mechanics. No supporting evidence, however, was provided. The photon trajectories presented in their report do not converge to high probability regions, a familiar and necessary behavior of Bohm trajectories. We reanalyze their data and calculations, conclude that the average photon trajectories do indeed agree with Bohm, and discuss possible interpretations of this result. [2] . From weak measurements of momentum (encoded by photon polarization) and strong measurements of position, they were able to deduce the average photon trajectory in a two-slit apparatus. Techniques, such as these, provide deeper probes into the quantum world [3] . The authors claim that the average photon trajectories are identical to Bohm's quantum particle trajectories [4, 5] , although no evidence was offered. A well known behavior of Bohm trajectories is that they congregate in regions of high probability. Figures 3 and 4 in their report show a surprising low number of photon trajectories in regions of high probability, therefore, we contacted the authors and they graciously provided us with their data and Matlab codes. Upon examining their codes we noticed several minor errors, and that only about half of the collected data was shown in their report. We independently produced corrected program codes and recomputed the photon trajectories. Unfortunately, the photon trajectories still did not congregate in high probability regions. Next, we altered the corrected calculation by using standard density estimation techniques, and found that the resulting photon trajectories, like the Bohm trajectories, did congregate in the high probability regions. Finally, we discuss an interpretation of the average photon trajectories.
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The computer codes supplied to us by Kocsis et al. contained several minor errors (see details in appendix). We corrected these errors, and performed major parts of the calculation in a separate program. This revised calculation resulted in average photon trajectories (red dots), see Fig. 1(a) , that still did not congregate in high probability regions, with the largest discrepancy in the central bright band on the right hand side of the figure. In contrast, the Bohm trajectories (blue lines) are dense in accordance with the intensity bands. The inset (b) shows the range of data presented by Kocsis et al., and many photon trajectories moving in the opposite direction of their Bohm counterparts. In Fig. 1 (c) the probability density for the final z step is shown, and the final position of each trajectory is superposed. Again, the lack of photon trajectories in the high probability regions is evident. The photon trajectories, however, do seem to coincide with the Bohm trajectories. We calculated Pearson's sample correlation coefficient for each photon and Bohm trajectory pair, and the mean over the ensemble was r avg = 0.53.
The Kocsis et al. experiment inferred the transverse or x momentum of the photons by, where the coupling coefficient ζ was found to be close to 373.5, and I R and I L are the two measured intensities, corresponding to right and left circular polarizations, respectively.
The intensities were measured at each z step on a CCD with a pixel size of 26 µm. The background noise was subtracted from each pixel count. During their calculation (and our corrected one above) each intensity was approximated by cubic splines using the counts at each pixel. This resulted in jagged intensities. To improve the data fitting, we instead estimated each density using a Gaussian kernel estimator,
where n is the number of data points, trajectories [5, 7] that have equations of motion with an internal force that appears when one changes from a phase space to a position space discription. Recently, it has also been shown that the Bohm trajectories can in fact be generated without any equations of motion [8] . The probability density is represented at each time by a special centroidal Voronoi tessellation, and a mapping from one tessellation to the next produces trajectories that are identical to Bohm's trajectories in many cases. In this way, one concludes again that they Bohm trajectories are simply hydrodynamical and kinematically portraying the evolution of the probability density. The average photon trajectories can be viewed likewise.
This work was supported in part by a research grant from the Welch Foundation (grant number F-0362). In line 382 Ltemp(j,2) represents the slope dx/dz of each probability conserved trajectory (Bohm). Based upon the geometry of the experiment, tan θ = dx/dz where θ is the angle k makes with the z-axis. Similarily, sin θ = k x /|k|, and so k x /|k| = sin(arctan(dx/dz)). This discussion, however, is unnecessary since for trajectory building (see below) what is actually needed is simply dx/dz, so this line needs to be: 
